10	THE  START
Hotel to bid us good speed began to ask if we were ever really
going to depart. We spent the winter practically living on
board, attending to these affairs and to the complicated matter
of stowage.
The general question of space had of course been very care-
fully considered in the original designs.    The allowance for
water was unusually large, the tanks containing sufficient for
two, or with strict economy for three months; the object in
this was not only safety in long or delayed passages, but to
avoid taking in supplies in doubtful harbours.   Portions of the
hold had to be reserved of course for coal, and also for the
welded steel tanks which contained  the oil.    When these
essentials had been disposed of, still more intricate questions
arose with, regard to the allotment of room ; it turned out to be
greater than we had ventured to hope, but this in no way helped
as every department hastened to claim additional accommo-
dation and to add something more to its stock.   Nothing was
more surprising all through the voyage than the yacht's elas-
ticity: however much we took on board we got everything in,
and however much we took out she was always quite full.
The outfit for the ship had of course been takeft into con*
sideration, but as departure drew near it seemed, from the
standpoint of below decks, to surpass all reason; there were
sails for fine weather and sails for stormy weather, and spare
sails, anchors, and sea-anchors, one-third of a mile of cable, and
ropes of every size and description.
As commissariat officer, the Stewardess naturally felt that
domestic stores were of the first importance. Many and intri-
cate calculations had been made as to the amount a man ate
in a month, and the cubic space to be allowed for the same. It
had been also a study in itself to find out what must come from
England and what could be obtained elsewhere; kind corre-
spondents in Buenos Aires and Valparaiso had helped with
advice, and we arranged for fresh consignments from home to
meet us in those ports, of such articles as were not to be
procured there or were inordinately expensive. The general
amount of provisions on board was calculated for sfac months,
but smaller articles, such as tea, were taken in sufficient quan-
tities for the two years which it was at the time assumed would
be the duration of the trip. We brought back on our return a

